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HAT HAT HOORAY!
W
By Preston Frankel, age 14

ell, it’s HAT time of the summer again. For all the
new kids, what we do here for “Hat Day” (it’s
obviously a national holiday) is create the most
creative hat one can think of, wear it, and parade
around the theater, waiting for the judges to pick one camper from
each group that wins, as you saw demonstrated yesterday.
The final most amazing, most special, great award is a packet of
Skittles (or the less exciting, but more rewarding in the long run,

water bottle). Whoever wins also gets eternal fame and glory, being
written down in the history books for ages to come.

SOME OF THE FIRST PLACE WINNERS WERE:

Daniel Osana, Italian Hat, Eson’s group
Farah Blount, The Sea Hat, Kelly’s group
Olivia Long-Kaline, Popcorn Hat, Joachim’s group

Now, when was this great idea put into operation? I asked one of
the wisest men in existence … the most reliable source in history …
Eson. According to him, Suzanne created it in homage to a black-tie
fundraiser called the Hatter’s Ball, where people create hats and win
prizes. Hat Day was created easily over 15 years ago.
Hat Day is very enjoyable and good for putting your mind to
work: encourages creativity, express oneself, collaboration, and even
camaraderie, as there are always compliments being thrown around.
Overall, Hat Day is a great experience that all campers here
should have. It’s fun while also working your brain to outcompete
your friends in a friendly way.

Heartbeat
Staffer, Scarlett
Huntington, age
12, impresses
the guest judges:
Former CAA
Director, Suzanne
and former
Kids Club
director, D,D,D,
Da-Dana, DANA!
Thanks everyone
for a fabulous Hat
Day Parade!

Are you Shrek or Donkey?

By Sonia Servedio, age 12, Lina Teplitsky-Kahn, age 12, and Giulia Chiodi, age 12

Since the CAA musical is around the corner and everyone’s been talking about it, we thought it would be fun to make a little quiz.
CHOOSE ONE:

CHOOSE ONE:

A) Waffles

A) Mug Cake

B) Onions

B) Mud Cake

C) Lettuce

C) Cupcake

CHOOSE ONE:

CHOOSE ONE:

A) Chicken

A) Sorbet

B) Beef

B) Ice cream

IF YOU ANSWERED MOSTLY A,

IF YOU ANSWERED MOSTLY C,

C) You’re a vegetarian/vegan/pescatarian

C) Frozen yogurt

you’re more like Donkey! You’re
caring, noble, and very loyal!

you’re a mix of both! You’re
friendly, outgoing, and kind!

CHOOSE ONE:

CHOOSE ONE:

A) Eggs

A) Broccoli

IF YOU ANSWERED MOSTLY B,

B) Bacon

B) Churros

C) Fruit

C) Pizza

you’re more like Shrek! You’re
brave, confident, and daring!

FUN FACT: We wrote this quiz
only because Giulia forgot the
articles we needed.
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NBA Finals Revisited
By Kairav Kumar, age 8

Do you want a piece of gum? But only one piece?
Well look no further! We produce single pieces of
gum! It is only one piece but it’s reusable!
All you gotta do is: 1) use the gum, 2) stick the gum in its
wrapper, 3) when you want to use it again, stick it in the

In the NBA finals this past June, the Toronto Raptors beat the
Golden State Warriors in 6 games. Durant got injured in game 5
and Klay Thompson got injured in Games 6 and 2. Thompson
missed one game and one quarter but he is expected to come
back in February and play for the Warriors. Durant, on the other
hand, signed with the Brooklyn Nets in the offseason. Now — to
address the Raptors. As you know, the Raptors won the NBA
finals with Kawhi Leonard winning the finals MVP. Raptor
PG, Kyle Lowry held up the trophy and Leonard held the MVP
trophy. Sadly though, Leonard is leaving the team and joining the
LA Clippers next season. All in all, despite the injuries, the NBA
finals turned out to be exciting and surprising. Congratulations
Raptors and good work to both teams!

microwave and microwave it for 15 seconds, then put in
your mouth! Selling at all convenience stores for the
low, low price of $30!

What Do You Meme?

SMALL PRINT: truth is the gum is not worth it and we can’t be sure if it’s healthy.
But buy it because this is an ad.

Below is our MEME OF THE DAY and the Heartbeat staff came
up with these clever captions:

Romes Weren’t Built in a Day

Let me speak to your manager.
— Kate Wespic, age 13

By Ava Van Dusen, age 11 and Michael Gonzalez, age 11

All my friends are Kentucky Fried.
— Michael Gonzalez, age 11

If you say you’ve been to Rome, chances are you’re talking
about Rome, Italy. But, you could also be talking about...
Rome, Alabama

Rome, Mississippi

Rome City, Indiana

Rome, Missouri

Rome, Kentucky

Rome, New York

Rome, Georgia

4 Romes in Ohio

Rome, Iowa

Rome, Oregon 

Rome, Maine

Rome, Pennsylvania 

Rome, Illinois

Rome, Tennessee

Rome, Kansas

and 3 Romes in Wisconsin

... And these are just in America! Which is, to be honest, quite
odd. Or at least we think so ... Let’s see what campers think ...
6 don’t really care and didn’t bother to answer
8 agree that it is strange
1 is not surprised
During further research, we found out that there is actually a
city called Rome (or Roma) on every continent, except
Antarctica. In the US there are 9 cities called Rome, not to
mention countless towns.

When you look at your friends
enter a KFC.
— Alessia Venini, age 10
My alektorophobia is kicking in!
— Scarlett Huntington, age 12 and Anjali Marwell, age 13
Nick eats fried chicken at Popeyes and finds the true meaning
of “you are what you eat” — Rebecca Randall, age 12

DAN DECLARES
FAMILY FUN NIGHT is tomorrow
at 406! Bring the whole family
for the basketball shootout
and performances!

